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Abstract—The test laboratorry of WindG
Guard Certificcation
GmbH
G
is in thee process to bu
uild up an FRT
T-test facility. This
teest container iss able to simulaate as well HV
VRT events or m
many
otther possible d
dynamic grid faults.
f
A 10 kW
W hardware m
model
n.
ha
as already been tested and has confirmed this
t assumption
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I.

INTRODUCTION
N

This All-rround Fault-R
Ride-Through
h test equippment
(A
Al-FRT) connnected at thee low voltagee side of a uunit's
teerminals, is baased on an auuto transformeer controlled bby an
IG
GBT switchggear. The ratiing of this Al-FRT
A
allow
ws to
measure
m
units up to 3 MW
M
rated po
ower. By parrallel
sw
witching of seeveral Al-FRT
Ts and transfformer adjustm
ment,
wind
w
turbines inn the multi mega-watt categ
gory (>9 MW
W) can
bee tested. Due to the utilised transformerr configurationn, no
ow
wn short ciircuit power,, compared to standard test
eq
quipments, is consumed. Thhus, Fault -Rid
de-Through (F
FRT)
teests at grids w
with relativelyy low short circuit
c
powerss are
po
ossible.
Possible appplications arre Low-Voltaage- (LVRT) and
High-Voltage-R
H
Ride-Throughh (HVRT) testss in the range from
0%
% to 150% ppre-fault volttage. HVRT tests are requuired
acccording to thhe draft of thhe German grid
g
code for high
vo
oltage connecction E VDE-A
AR-N 4120. With 48 avaiilable
trransformer tapps at each phaase, more than
n 100.000 diffferent
sy
ymmetrical annd unsymmetrrical configurrations can bee set.
These sets covver unbalanceed 1-phase ass well as 2-pphase
vo
oltage dips. B
By use of a tertiary wind
ding configuraation,
laagging or leadiing vector jum
mp tests are po
ossible.

III.

TECHNICA
AL RELEVANC
CE

Blackouts
B
off electrical ttransmission grids can be
trigg
gered by relatively
r
sm
mall disturbaances of the
t
transmission liness, such as shoort circuits. In
n case of a high
peneetration of ren
newable energyy, the respectiive power plannts
musst support the grid stabilityy during voltaage dips. Maany
grid
d codes requiree from utilityy companies lo
ow voltage riide
through tests in order to gain a higher certain
nty in managing
this type of grid unbalance. A common
nly utilised teest
equiipment, based on an inductitive voltage diivider, is able to
prov
vide standard test results, w
which are suffficient for maany
guid
delines. Howeever, they are limited to th
he simulation of
the following
f
phy
ysical effects dduring voltage faults:
•

Dynamical overvoltage in the grid (HVRT, HigghVoltage-Rid
de-Through eqqual to OVRT,, Over- VoltaggeRide-Throug
gh)

•

Connection groups of tra
ransformers (D
Dy-transformeers
change the phase
p
angle off the different voltages);

•

One-phase error;
e

•

Range of power;

•

Phase anglee jump of all three phasess in pre or poost
direction du
ue to a changge of the reaactive to actiive
relationship during the griid fault;

•

ve power loaad before and
d after the grrid
High reactiv
fault;

•

o switching inn the grid, su
uch as automaatic
Sequences of
re-closing orr at a failure oof operate;

•

Change of th
he grid impedaance at the sam
me test set up..

Compared to commonnly utilised test equipm
ments,
reeproducible sw
witching mom
ments can bee generated. A
Also,
diifferent configgurations of double
d
dips or step functionns are
po
ossible.
The main sspecifications of Al-FRT will
w be explaained.
The realisationn of Al-FRT iss based on a hardware
h
moddel in
th
he range of 10 kW, were thee first test are available.
a
Figure
F
1: Al-FRT to simulate voltage dipps,
LVR
RT 50% to <100% (left), LLVRT 0% to 50% (middlle),
HVR
RT >100% to 150% (right). (EZE=unit un
nder test)

Figure 3: Variance of short circuit power
Figure 2: Grid topology, which can be tested by a
conventional test unit based on a voltage divider (dashed
line).

III.

TECHNICAL BENEFITS OF AL-FRT

Many insufficiencies of the conventional test set up can
be solved with the newly developed voltage dip generator
based on an auto transformer and an IGBT switch gear. The
most relevant characteristics are described in the following.
A.

C.

High dimension generators under test

In the case that only a medium voltage connection is
available, a medium to low voltage transformer at each side
can be adjusted the voltage as shown in Figure 4. In this
case, also wind turbines can be tested with tree winding
transformers as often used in double feed induction
generators. Out of the possibility to control the IGBT in less
of milliseconds two or more test units can be connected in
parallel. Due to the unlimited number of test units which can
be work in parallel multimegawatt wind turbines also higher
than 6 MW can be tested.

Consumption of grid capacity

Classical voltage dip generators are able to simulate grid
distortions as marked with the dashed line of Figure 1.
These tests can be carried out, only at grids with a high
amount of short circuit power and only at single wind
turbines. During the test, a high current from the grid is
required to supply the voltage divider. The short circuit
power at the terminals of the test object is highly limited by
the length impedance of the test unit.
The newly developed test unit Al-FRT, fully covers the
IEC 61400-21 and the German extension FGW TR3. 2 and
3-phase drops can be simulated at different amplitudes. In
deviation to a conventional system, the voltage will be
simulated by transforming and not by dividing the voltage.
The short circuit power of the grid will be ‘handed over’
with more or less no own consumption to the wind turbine.
The short circuit voltage is dependant upon the
transformation level but less then uk ≤ 3%.
B.

Variance of short circuit power

Generators show different behavior at different short
circuit powers. Conventional test units, based on a voltage
divider require grids with high short circuit power.
However, due to the length impedance at the terminal of the
generator under test, the resulting short circuit power is quite
less. This also implies a limited variation of the short circuit
power. The new test facility, at a strong grid, can be
extended with a additional length impedance. Due to this, a
high range of short circuit powers can be tested at the same
connection point to the grid. A change of short circuit power
can be simulated if different length impedances are added at
the different connection of the transformer, see Figure 3.

Figure 4: Parallel connection of two or more FRT-TestUnits framed of medium voltage transformer.
D.

Dynamic overvoltage (HVRT)

In the industry, mainly conventional LVRT test units are
available. Out of transforming the voltage, high voltage ride
through (HVRT) test can be performed, (cf. Figure 1, right).
Due to the possibility to configure each phase separately, a
combination of LVRT and HVRT can be realized. This can
be used to for simulating unsymmetrical dips.
E.

Connection groups of transformers

The classic voltage divider is limited in case of 2-phase
faults to only a one-phase relationship, (cf. /Bollen/, vector
group C). In the usual case of a Dy-transformer is in
between the short circuit and the wind turbine this vector
group change to D. It is allowed to assume that inverter
technics can be react on a different way to different vector
groups of phase angles. The main reason to provide LVRT
capability, is to support the grids during faults in the high
voltage network. In between the generator and the drop there
are some times one or sometimes two Dy transformers. Thus

it should be teest that both vector group
ps are be ab le to
manage
m
by the wind turbine.

Vector D

Vector C

ge of testing. If
I required, thhe voltage befo
ore the drop can
c
rang
be adjusted
a
by thee auto-transforrmer as well.
H.

Switching sequences in the duration of
o grid faults

Malfunction
M
of
o fault clearaance in the grid,
g
cause shoort
chan
nges of voltaage drops, inn some casess with differeent
leveels. By use of the
t IGBT, thee voltage dip can be controllled
preccisely and fasst. In the casee that during a dip differeent
leveels are requirred, a high nnumber of th
his can kind of
swittching sequen
nces can be realized with
h an additionnal
swittch gear setup,, see figure 7.
Classification of
o voltage dipss according: M
M. H.
Figure 5. C
J. Bollen „Unnderstanding Power
P
Quality
y Problems“ (red
lin
ne: voltage att transformer coils; violet: resulting volltage;
bllack line: volttage prior to trransformation,, dotted blackk line:
reesulting phase-to-phase volttage)
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Due to the possibility to modify each phase of the aautotrransformer, alll numbers of vector
v
groupss can be simullated,
(ccf. Figure 5). This vector groups
g
can be simulated wiith or
without
w
considdering grid losses.
l
1-phase errors cann be
siimulated as weell.

Figure
F
7: FRT
T step functionn by use of a switch
s
gear (lef
eft)
or an
n additional IG
GBT switchinng unit (right).

F.
F

I.

Vector jjumps in pre or
o post direction

During volttage dips, all three phases can be rotateed in
on
ne direction dduring a voltagge dip start an
nd after the ennd of
diip back to thhe original poosition. This will
w always ooccur
when
w
the impeedance relatioonship X/R ch
hanges duringg the
diip. In some sittuations, the corresponding
c
change of vooltage
ph
hase position can be reachh values of more
m
than 30°.. The
teest unit providdes the possibility that a paart of the coilss will
bee connected too another phaase in a kind of
o full transfoormer
mode,
m
see Figuure 6.

I2
S2

I1
S3

moment
Controllab
ble switching m

The
T conventio
onal test systeem is usually
y switched viaa a
mecchanical pow
wer switch. Both the connection
c
a
and
disconnection tim
mes of the sshort circuit impedance are
a
som
mewhat random
m. In case thatt the behavior of the generattor
undeer test is dep
pendant uponn the phase position at the
t
swittching momen
nt, this cannoot be tested sufficiently.
s
T
The
IGB
BT switchgearr, together w
with a phasee detection can
c
conttrol the coupliing in and outt times of the voltage
v
dip. Out
O
of th
his, reproducib
ble test can bee performed.
J.

Compariso
on
of
auto-transf
sformer

vvariants

co
omparing

t
the

Also
A conventional test unitss or others can
n realize some of
the before
b
describ
bed functionaliities.

Figure 6: V
Vector jump in pre or post diirection
G.
G

•

Convention
nal test unitss can be su
upplemented by
capacities to
o provide as well HVRT functionalitiees,
however, thee setting rangee will be limited. Resistancces
can be addeed to simulatee the vector jumps; in whiich
case overheaating problem
ms must be man
naged. The ow
wn
consumption
n will be still aan issue.

•

Full inverteer and setup orr down inverter reaching onnly
very slowly the required vvoltage chang
ge. In case of an
operation sto
op of the windd turbine, it is not 100% clear,
whether or notthe
n
test unitt is part of the problem.

•

Transformeer switched vvia tap chan
nger by use of
additional resistances
r
suuch as a tap
p changer off a
conventional MV or HV
V-transformerr are causing a
parasitic add
ditional step.

Reactivee power beforre voltage drop
p

The main nnumber of rennewables geneerators are runnning
in
n an operatioon mode in which they are deliverinng or
co
onsuming reaactive powerr, in some cases more than
±ccos φ = 0,95. Due to the high length impedance off the
co
onventional teest unit, the vooltage at the teerminals of thee test
un
nit might posssibly exceed the allowed range for noormal
op
peration. Thiss is the reason that in the FG
GW TR3 guideeline,
ass an example, such kind of tests
t
are limiteed to a partiall load
off up to 0,3 off nominal pow
wer only. Duee to its ‘own’’ low
im
mpedance, thee new test unitt is able to inccrease the posssible

One
O of the maain advantage of the test uniit is that this teest
system can be reealized in a coompact size. Due to the loow
voltage, no speciaal trained stafff for MV is necessary.

IV.

VERIFICATION BY MEASUREMENTS

The transformer setup was tested by an hardware model
with 10 kW power and with a resistant consumer load, see
Figure 8. Exemplify one 2-phase voltage dip measurement
down to 50% is shown in Figure 9 as a time series and in
Figure 10 as an vector diagram phase to neutral.
Figure 10: Vector diagram of voltage during a 50% 2phase-voltage-dip measured at the 10 kW Modell FRT step
under at load. (one phase voltage was increase to 125%)
SUMMERY
The generator under test is connected via 3 or 4 lines to
the electrical environment. The voltages can be simulated by
the new test equipment Al-FRT for voltage drops and peaks
in a vide range. The stand of measurement at a 10kW
models show a large accordance to the assumption
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